
ACRO NEWS 

Alayna Davis 
Notes from the Head Coach 
 

Coachability 
 
We believe there is so much 
more to gain out of the competi-
tive Acro experience other than 
just Acro.   Early on, we have 
specifically been talking about 
“Coachability” and what it means 
to be a coachable athlete.  We 
have also been talking a lot 
about effort and hard work. We 
work really hard to encourage 
the “Effort” and not just the 
“Result”.  We will continue to 
stress these two concepts 
throughout the remainder of Au-
gust and into September. We will 
also begin introducing the con-
cept of the “Team” and being an 
encouraging and positive team-
mate.  

FALL GENERAL OVERVIEW 

August/ September   
 Emphasize Handstand form and 

Round-offs  
 Emphasize specific techniques of 

proper back handsprings by 
breaking it into pieces 

 Beginning preparation drills for 
Back Tuck, and Back Layout 

 
October  
 Maintain Handstand and Round-

off form  
 Alternate between back hand-

spring drilling and trying to incor-
porate those techniques into ac-
tual tumbling passes  

 Continue prep for Tucks, Lays 
 
November/ December 
 Maintain Handstand and Round-

off form (minimal drilling neces-
sary)  

 Tumbling passes and drilling to 
maintain technique and 

 introduction of harder tumbling 
passes if ready  

 Introduction of harder tuck, layout 
progressions 
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Development Team Update 
The main focus of August and early September is to introduce the 

athletes to basic acrobatic drills and progressions. We take the 

athletes through many progressions in the process of learning 

skills in order to  teach the best possible technique. This allows the 

athletes to focus their attention on small pieces of the skill. This 

way the specific techniques we are training are not overwhelming. 

During the month of September we will work on starting to put 

these pieces together.  We are more than happy with their pro-

gress so far! We will work on getting the athletes partnered up 

soon, we are just wanting to recruit a few more bases. Once we 

get that settled we can work on confirming partnerships.  
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WHAT’S COMING UP? 
 
9/13  No Practice—Coaches training in 
   Southern California 
 
9/20  ATA Team Kick-off Meeting  
   All Parents attend!!      
   We will meet at  7:30pm.     
   Plan on 30-40 mins 
 
10/23-25 Region 1 Athlete Clinic 
   Held @WCTC, Livermore, CA 
   All Athletes will attend!   
   Details will be published soon  
   on the ATA Team Website! 



NUTRITION CORNER 
 

Hydration  

Despite training indoors, 

gymnasts need to keep 

their fluids up during train-

ing to prevent dehydration 

that can lead to poor perfor-

mances. During training 

sessions water should be 

the main fluid. Sports drinks 

may be helpful during long 

or very intense training ses-

sions and competition as it 

also provides carbohydrates 

for active muscles.  

 We strongly recommend 

the athletes keep a water 

bottle in their locker during 

trainings!! Easy access to 

water means better hydra-

tion! 

WHAT ABOUT TUMBLING..? 
You may have noticed that the athletes are largely doing drills during training. 

In our recreational program there is a certain standard that we uphold for the 

athletes to be able to learn skills with the proper proficiency to continue pro-

gressing through the levels safely. Naturally, in a competitive team program, 

the expectations and standards are significantly raised. Since the athletes will 

eventually be judged on how well they execute their tumbling and individual 

skills, it is important to pay attention to details that are not necessarily 

stressed in our recreational classes like straight knees and pointed toes.  

For this reason we take August and September especially to back athletes up 

a little bit in their tumbling to focus on fixing all these details.  We work to 

build strong foundational tumbling so that when the foundation is set, tum-

bling progress is much faster.  

This month we are specifically targeting handstands because they are used in 

both round-offs, back handsprings, and front handsprings. Creating stronger 

handstands will elevate those other skills automatically. You may also notice 

that the way in which we teach the tumbling on team is quite different since 

we don’t have “testing skills” and specific “levels”.  For example, Novice and 

Intermediate level athletes will now be learning drills for back handspring and 

introductory skills for back tucks. Similarly, Advanced students are doing back 

tuck and layout drills. This way, by the time we have improved the technique 

in their basic tumbling, it prepares them for harder skills and they already will 

have created the proper  muscle memory! 
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Advanced Team Update! 

 

Training for our Advanced Team Athletes (level 8-Elite) has been very exciting!  Our new 
pair/groups are putting their experience to work and settling in to new partnerships, 
new skills and new opportunities for this season.   
 
As with our entry level athletes, regularly performing drills that allow athletes to focus 
on timing, rhythm and synchrony in the basics is priority one!  We can tell that these ath-
letes are motivated by their strong work ethic and focused attention to details. 
 
Our elite athlete groups have even begun to get an early start on routines.  Everyone will 
be learning routines early this year.  We are  also very happy with the new schedule as it 
lends itself to running more routines and allows that little bit of extra time to work on the 
details so our athletes can excel in their artistry and performance! 



Acro Lingo! 

Hand Grip  

 

Having the correct “hand grip” is critical to stability 

and consistency with balance elements when ath-

letes must use the hands for a skill!  Here are the 

key important points! 

 

 Peace Sign Fingers –Index and middle finger grip on-
to the wrist and supply support and stability. 

 Longest connection possible—grip must be snug. 
Aim is to create one long, solid, consistent support 

 45 Degree Angle—gives the proper support for bal-
ancing.  Too steep and  the athlete falls forward.  
Too flat, athlete falls back. 

 Loose Grip = Glue stick—unstable, easily broken 
 Tight Grip = Super glue—not easily broken 
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